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For student clinicians and clinical supervisors alike, clinical practicum in speech-language pathology

is a learning experience that involves clearly defined expectations, ethical principles, and effective

methods of treatment. This comprehensive resource provides a well-rounded discussion of the

clinical practicum, including basic organization and competency guidelines, ethical and behavioral

conduct between the student and supervisor and with clients, and multicultural issues encountered

in clinical practice. Also presented are effective clinical methods in the treatment, control, and

maintenance of communicative disorders.
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"This book is a helpful, long-awaited resource for students preparing for their practicum and the

supervisors responsible for guiding them." --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition

of this title.

M.N. (Giri) Hegde, PhD, is Professor of Communication Sciences and Disorders at California State

University-Fresno. He holds a masterÃ‚Â¿s degree in experimental psychology from the University

of Mysore, India, a post masterÃ‚Â¿s diploma in Medical (Clinical) Psychology form Bangalore

University, India, and a doctoral degree in Speech-Language Pathology from Southern Illinois

University at Carbondale. He is a specialist in fluency disorders, language disorders, research

methods, and treatment procedures in communicative disorders. Widely published, Dr. Hegde has



received many prestigious honors.Deborah Davis, MA, is Director of the Speech and Hearing Clinic

at California State University-Fresno. She also supervises on- and off-campus clinical practicum.

She holds a bachelors and masters degree from California State University-Fresno.

Cheap option for an expensive book, awesome.

In great condition!! Satisfied with the product!!

Not my favorite book. More like a handbook of guidelines. I wish I hadn't purchased it. We only used

it once.

I got this book as a text book for school. I saved a lot of money and it was in perfect condition.

This book is good but was a little too detailed. I have found other books that I like more (unless this

is required for a class).

its boring. so I guess it met expectation perfectly. this does not mean I find tbe subject boring. I do

not. but the text books need a massive amount of help.that being said, it arrived quickly and in

highly good condition. great seller....of text books.

I ordered the international version of this book, which includes all the same content as the U.S.

version. I was a little hesitant to order the international edition, but I thoroughly looked it over and

compared it to the non-international version and they were both exactly the same - they had the

same words in the same places on the same page numbers. Overall, this book provides a nice

overview for students and beginning clinicians, including ASHA requirements, how to formulate

target goals and objectives, etc.
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